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ABSTRACT: Plasmonic antennas are building blocks in
advanced nano-optical systems due to their ability to tailor
optical response based on their geometry. We propose an
electrochemical approach to program the optical properties
of dipole antennas in a scalable, fast, and energy-efficient
manner. These antennas comprise two arms, one serving as
an anode and the other a cathode, separated by a solid
electrolyte. As a voltage is applied between the antenna
arms, a conductive filament either grows or dissolves within
the electrolyte, modifying the antenna load. We probe the
dynamics of stochastic filament formation and their effects on plasmonic mode programming using a combination of three-
dimensional optical and electronic simulations. In particular, we identify device operation regimes in which the charge-
transfer plasmon mode can be programmed to be “on” or “off.” We also identify, unexpectedly, a strong correlation
between DC filament resistance and charge-transfer plasmon mode frequency that is insensitive to the detailed filament
morphology. We envision that the scalability of our electrochemical platform can generalize to large-area reconfigurable
metamaterials and metasurfaces for on-chip and free-space applications.
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Optical antennas are central elements in the next
generation of miniaturized optical systems because
their optical near- and far-field responses can be

specified by their geometric layouts. This ability to engineer
optical response by design stems from their support of surface
plasmons, which are oscillations of free electrons in metal that
are coupled with electromagnetic fields.1 Arrays of antennas are
the basis for metamaterials and metasurfaces, which are capable
of supporting a wide range of magnitude and phase responses.2

Plasmonic antennas also serve as sensors and probes in
biological imaging and therapeutics platforms3 and have been
integrated with LEDs,4 lasers,5 fiber optics,6 detectors,7

modulators,8 and solar cells9 to improve baseline performance.
For the vast majority of plasmonic antenna technologies,

optical responses are fixed once the antennas are fabricated. As
such, a principal challenge in the field has been to identify ways
to tune or program their optical response. Dynamically
reconfigurable antennas would enable ultrabroadband sensors
and detectors, infrared spatial light modulators, and dynamic
switches and interferometers in on-chip photonic platforms.
More generally, a programmable metasurface system would
introduce versatility and flexibility to nano-optics hardware that
would circumvent the need for a new device to be fabricated
every time a new optical response is required.
Many antenna tuning strategies are based on modifying the

dielectric environment near the antenna. One such approach

utilizes carrier density changes in a semiconductor10−12 or
graphene13 layer near the antenna by means of electronic
charge injection, charge build-up at a Schottky barrier,14 or
optical generation of carriers.15 In these approaches, the
antenna load is modified because the Drude-like dielectric
responses of these materials change with carrier concentration.
While this approach is potentially very fast, its overall tuning
bandwidth is limited. Another approach is to use materials, such
as vanadium oxide16 or germanium-antimony-tellurium,17

which have refractive indices that change in response to
electronic or thermal biasing. While effective, these tuning
mechanisms have bandwidth and operating wavelengths that
are limited by the physical properties of the specific materials.
Other strategies employ liquid crystals,18 nonlinear materials,19

and MEMS devices,20 which are difficult to scale down to the
single antenna limit.
We propose an electrochemical approach to programming

the response of individual dipole antennas in a scalable, fast,
and energy efficient manner. The concept utilizes the antenna
arms as electrodes in an electrochemical cell and is based on
principles employed in conductive-bridge random access
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memory (CBRAM), which is an established form of nonvolatile
electronic memory.21−24 Individual CBRAM cells consist of
two metallic wires separated by a solid electrolyte (Figure 1a).
One of the wires comprises an electrochemically inert material
and serves as the cathode, while the other wire comprises an
electrochemically active material and serves as the anode. When
a voltage is applied between the wires, metal from the anode
migrates as ions into the electrolyte and reduces onto the
cathode, forming a bridging metal filament. This process is
reversible, as the filament dissolves upon application of a
reverse bias. The growth and dissolution of the filament are
reflected in the device current−voltage plot (Figure 1b).
In our antenna scheme, two antenna arms are separated by a

solid electrolyte, forming a lateral CBRAM cell. As an electrical
bias is applied between the antenna arms, a conductive filament
grows within the electrolyte and bridges the two arms. The
controllable growth of a bridging filament introduces a level of
optical tuning control that enables not only fine shifts in mode
frequency but also the creation of optical modes. These optical
tuning regimes are described in Figure 1c. If there is no
filament, the lowest order antenna mode is the capacitively
coupled bonding dipole (BDP) mode, which supports a dipolar
charge distribution in each antenna arm (Figure 1d). As a
filamentary bridge forms, a charge transfer plasmon (CTP)
mode emerges.25−28 The CTP mode supports a dipolar charge
configuration that is distributed throughout the entire bridged
antenna (Figure 1d).
We can clearly see here that the growth and dissolution of a

bridging filament can cause the CTP mode to modulate
between the “on” and “off” states. In addition, further filament
thickening leads to gradual and controllable blue-shifting of the
CTP mode. As such, our device can be described as a plasmonic
analogue to the memristor.29 Our use of an electrochemical
mechanism to tune optical nanostructures builds on prior
studies that applied related mechanisms to tune plasmonic
resonances30,31 and modulate transmission in photonic wave-
guides.32,33

It is noted that there are other forms of electrochemical
resistance switching memories, such as those based on oxygen
anion transport in metal oxide materials.34,35 While these

electrochemical processes are effective at producing conductive
filaments based on oxygen vacancies at DC frequencies, they do
not apply to our system because such filaments do not possess
high conductivity at infrared frequencies. Our scheme requires
metallic filaments, which yield a large negative permittivity at
these frequencies.
Is it feasible to use electronic filament growth to control the

response of optical antennas? A qualitative comparison of
CBRAM cells with plasmonic antennas suggests synergy at
multiple levels. First, many metals used in CBRAM, such as
silver and copper, are excellent optical materials with relatively
low optical absorption losses. Second, CBRAM cells can be
scaled down to devices with footprints in the hundreds of
square nanometers range, which matches the length scales
associated with plasmonic antennas. Third, the filaments
generated in CBRAM can be grown to possess nanoscale
diameters, producing low resistances. We also note that
CBRAM has been developed to the point of commercializa-
tion,36 indicating that the electrochemical control of filaments is
a robust and reliable mechanism in electronic programming. In
fact, the proven scaling of CBRAM to systems containing
millions of memory cells suggests the generalization of our
platform to macroscale arrays of independently addressable
antennas. Such a technology platform can serve as program-
mable infrared and terahertz metamaterials and metasurfaces
for on-chip and free-space applications.
To investigate our hybrid plasmonic-electronic antenna

system, we use a combination of optical and electronic
simulation tools to quantify the relationship between electro-
chemical filament growth and antenna optical response. We
characterize optical response using the finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) method, which is an established tool in
nanoplasmonics modeling.37 We simulate the electrochemical
filament growth and dissolution process using three-dimen-
sional kinetic Monte Carlo (3D KMC) simulations. Similar to
other filament growth models,38 KMC models can yield
electronic parameters that agree well with experimental data
(Figure S4). Additionally, the KMC method can capture the
detailed morphology of the filaments.39 Our coupled FDTD
and KMC simulation approach allows us to study the direct

Figure 1. Overview of programmable plasmonic antennas. (a) Schematic of stochastic filament growth in a CBRAM memory cell. (b) Typical
current−voltage plot of a CBRAM cell, capturing filament growth and dissolution. (c) Scattering spectra of a dipole antenna loaded with no
filament (left), a thin filament (middle), and a thick filament (right). (d) Surface charge distributions of the BDP and CTP modes.
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impact of stochastic filament growth on antenna optical
response in three dimensions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin with an analysis of dipole antennas loaded with well-
defined nonstochastic filaments. This study is required before
the more complex behavior of stochastic filament systems can
be interpreted. The loading of dipole antennas with conductive
filaments has been a topic of intensive study. In early seminal
work, antennas with simple bridging filament geometries were
characterized. These filaments consisted of pure metal, and the
filaments and antenna gaps were modeled using classical
antenna theory as parallel impedance elements.28 For wide
filaments, the antenna load impedances were inductive and the
antenna supported the CTP mode. For filaments below a
critical width, the antenna load impedances were capacitive and
the antenna supported the BDP mode. There has also been
extensive work on dipole antenna loading in the context of
quantum plasmonic tunneling,25,26 where the correlation
between the CTP mode frequency and gap conductivity was
quantified.
We will focus our study here on the relationship between

filament DC electrical resistance and the CTP mode resonance
for filaments of different shapes. DC electrical resistance is a
central parameter in our electrochemical system because it can
be measured and controlled during the filament growth
process. For this analysis, we will simulate all-gold dipole
antennas and filaments, which do not represent electrochemical
systems but are nonetheless suitable for our study of antenna
loading. By analyzing antennas with symmetric antenna arms
and constant material composition, the optical modes can be
readily quantified without artifacts arising from material or
geometric asymmetry.
For filaments possessing a square cross-section, the relation-

ship between filament resistance and CTP mode line shape is
visualized in Figure 2a. The gold antenna possesses a 20 nm
gap (lgap) and arms 300 nm long (larm), 40 nm wide (warm), and
40 nm thick (tarm). The filament and antenna cross sections are
axially aligned. For a filament with high resistance (i.e., small
physical cross-section), the CTP mode is clearly visible and is
strongly red-shifted relative to the BDP mode, with a resonant
wavelength near 4 μm. As the filament resistance decreases (i.e.,

filament cross-section increases), the CTP mode blue-shifts and
increases in magnitude, converging toward the CTP mode of an
ideal single-rod nanoantenna. The correlation between CTP
mode resonant frequency and normalized filament resistance
(R̃), which is defined as the filament resistance (R) divided by
the resistivity of gold (ρ) and has units nm−1, is plotted in
Figure 2b. To convert R̃ to resistance (i.e., units of ohms) for
gold, it can be multiplied by 24.
What happens to this correlation as the filament deviates

from a square cross section? Filament inductance and gap
capacitance determine the electric and magnetic field
distribution within and around the gap and are therefore
sensitive to the three-dimensional filament and gap geometry.
We simulate antennas loaded with a broad range of filament
geometries and calculate the lineshapes and spectral positions
of the corresponding CTP modes. The filament layouts are
described in detail in the Supporting Information and include
linear rods with a range of cross sections, truncated pyramids,
truncated cones, stacks of rods, simple branches, and multiple
linear rods (Figure S6). We define linear structures as those
with straight and constant cross sections over their entire
lengths. The resistances of these filaments can be calculated
with exact analytic expressions.
The results are plotted in Figure 2b and show that the

correlation between CTP frequency and DC filament resistance
is strong and is relatively insensitive to the exact filament shape.
As such, DC resistance measurements are sufficient to
determine and specify the CTP resonance wavelength in
these systems. This result is significant in evaluating the
feasibility of our tuning mechanism: with electrochemical
filament growth, the filament resistance can be monitored and
specified but its shape and location within the gap cannot be
controlled. The full scattering spectra from antennas possessing
filaments with similar resistance but different geometries are
displayed in Figure 2c. These plots show that the CTP mode
peak positions, magnitudes, and lineshapes are consistent for all
antennas.
To further understand the trends in this correlation, we

examine our antennas in the context of a lumped circuit
model.40−44 The gap load and antenna arms each are modeled
as impedance elements, and together, they form a closed
parallel circuit (Figure 3a). The antenna arms are modeled as

Figure 2. Gold dipole antennas loaded with simple filament geometries. (a) Spectra of gold dipole antennas loaded with rectangular metal
filaments of differing cross-sectional dimension. a is the filament width. (b) Plot of CTP mode resonance frequency as a function of
normalized resistance for nine different type of filament shapes. The geometry of two such filaments is shown in the inset, along with the
expression for normalized filament resistance. lgap is the width of the antenna gap, and Sfil(x) is the filament cross-sectional area as a function
of position x in the gap. (c) Spectra of four dipole antennas loaded with filaments possessing similar electrical resistances but differing shapes.
The CTP resonance frequencies of these antennas are marked in (b).
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series LC elements and possess an inductance α and
capacitance β. The antenna load comprises an inductive
filament and a capacitive gap in parallel. In this model, we
neglect resistive elements representing radiative and ohmic loss
channels. Our focus here is on the dependence of antenna
resonance frequency on filament geometry, which is a function
only of inductance and capacitance.
In the limit where the antenna gap is filled with gold, the

antenna resembles an ideal single-rod nanoantenna and
supports a well-defined CTP mode in the thick-filament regime
(Figure 3b). The antenna load can be described as a short
circuit, and the entire antenna circuit forms an LC tank with a
resonant angular frequency ω αβ= 1/0 (Figure 3b). For a
gold antenna in air with dimensions defined above, ω0 is
simulated to be 9.4 × 1014 Hz. The impedance load
contribution from the antenna arms Zarm at any frequency ω
can now be expressed as

ωα
ωβ

ωα
ω
ω

= − = −
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟Z i i

1
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0
2

2
(1)

Our antenna loads with thin filaments can also be expressed
explicitly. The impedance of a linear gold filament possessing a

constant physical cross-section Sfil is = −
ε ω

Z i l

Sfil ( )
gap

fil
, where

ε(ω) is the dielectric constant of gold. For negative ε(ω), this
impedance element has a positive imaginary contribution and is

inductive. The impedance of the gap is = −
ε −Z i l

S Sgap ( )b

gap

gap fil
,

where εb is the gap dielectric and Sgap = warmtarm is the physical
cross-section of the gap. This impedance element has a negative
imaginary contribution and is capacitive.
The total antenna system is resonant when Im(Zarm + Zgap ∥

Zfil) = 0. This expression can be written in terms of normalized
filament resistance, where R̃ = lgap/Sfil is exact for resistors of
constant cross section. The condition for CTP mode resonance
in terms of R̃ is
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The solution from this analytic model is plotted as a black
line in Figure 2b, where a single fitting parameter α is used.
This model agrees well with the numerically obtained data
points.
For linear filaments with the same DC resistance, the

independence of CTP mode frequency with respect to filament
cross-section shape is directly captured in the analytic model.
Here, the CTP mode frequency depends only on the filament
cross-sectional area Sfil and is the same irrespective of whether
the filament is rectangular or circular, or whether the antenna
load consists of multiple filaments with a total cross sectional
area Sfil. It also is independent of filament position within the
antenna gap. This observation is consistent with the physical
description of the gap as a parallel plate capacitor, where
electric field lines run in parallel from one plate to the other.
For nonlinear filament geometries such as cones, we can use

a series of approximations to recover the relationship between
CTP mode frequency and R̃ specified in eq 2. Starting with
filament impedance, we approximate the filament load as a sum
of cross-sectional contributions over the total filament length:

∫≈ −
ε ω

Z xdi l l

S xfil ( ) 0 ( )
gap gap

fil
. The integrand can be approximated

as the normalized resistance, so that ≈ − ̃
ε ω

Z Ri
fil ( )

and the

filament impedance term in eq 2 is recovered. A similar
approach can recover the gap impedance term in eq 2. This
impedance approximation assumes that each cross-sectional
segment of our filament is equipotential under electric field
bias, and it is valid for axially symmetric filament loads that
possess uniform cross sections along their length. For
irregularly shaped filaments, this assumption breaks down,
but the error produced from our approximation method is
modest for filaments with cross sections that do not strongly
vary with length. For the DC resistance of conelike shapes with
modest vertex angles, the error produced from our approx-
imation, as compared to the exact solution, is within 10%.45

For the next part of our analysis, we consider the growth and
dissolution of stochastic filament geometries in electrochemical
dipole antenna systems. Our first task is to select the anode,
cathode, and solid electrolyte materials in our system. For
antennas, we require electrode materials that possess
sufficiently low optical loss and an electrolyte that can support
the growth of sufficiently large and continuous filaments. We
specify the anode antenna arm to be copper, the cathode
antenna arm to be copper with a platinum plug, and the solid
electrolyte to be copper sulfide. Copper is an excellent
plasmonic material,46,47 and while platinum is not a traditional
plasmonic material, it possesses acceptable losses at infrared
wavelengths.48 Copper sulfide is a proven solid electrolyte
material49,50 that has been demonstrated to (1) scale down to
devices with active areas in the tens of square nanometers range
and (2) support continuous and large filaments with low
resistances. In this analysis, we will focus on filament loading in
geometrically symmetric dipole antennas and disregard
substrate or electronic lead contributions. The latter can be

Figure 3. Antenna nanocircuit model. (a) A filament-loaded dipole
antenna can be modeled as a lumped circuit, where the antenna
arm and filament load are parallel impedance elements. (b) A
dipole antenna loaded completely with metal can be treated as a
single-rod nanoantenna and modeled as a short-circuited antenna
arm impedance element.
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introduced without substantially perturbing the antenna modes
by judicious placement of metal leads to the antenna arms51 or
by using transparent lead materials.52,53

The stochastic dynamics of filament growth and dissolution
are modeled with three-dimensional KMC simulations. In this
method, the CBRAM cell is discretized into a fine grid, and the
CBRAM switching process is captured in discrete time
intervals. Within each time interval, one of the following
processes can occur with a certain probability (Figure 4a): (1) a
metal atom cluster on the anode surface is oxidized into an ion
cluster and enters the electrolyte layer, (2) an ion cluster within
the electrolyte moves from one grid to an adjacent grid, and (3)
an ion cluster is reduced on the surface of the cathode or the
filament, becoming part of the filament itself. These
probabilities are governed by the filament temperature and
energy barriers associated with atomic-scale oxidation, diffusion,
and reduction. The simulation parameters are in the Supporting
Information.
The scattering spectra of an antenna at differing stages of

filament growth and dissolution are plotted in Figure 4b,
together with their associated filament geometries. The dipole
antennas have the same geometric parameters as the gold
antennas above. The dielectric constants of copper, platinum,
and copper sulfide are taken from standard literature
sources,47,48,54 and the energy barrier parameters for KMC
are extracted from experimental results.55 Five states of filament
growth and dissolution are captured: (i) the initial state with no
filament load, (ii) the state at which the filament just forms a
conductive bridge, (iii) the state at which the filament is

thickest, (iv) a state representing filament dissolution, to the
point of rupture, and (v) a state representing nearly complete
filament dissolution. The IV curve of the filament growth and
dissolution process is plotted in Figure 4c, together with points
demarking these five states.
These spectra show that the initial state, which possesses no

filament load, supports a clear BDP mode with a resonance
near 2 μm. This result indicates that our heterometallic
antenna, consisting of unconventional plasmonic materials, can
support a clear plasmonic dipole mode. As the filament initially
grows (ii), the resistance between the two antenna arms
decreases, as signified by the jump in the IV curve. However,
the spectrum exhibits minimal change because the filament is
extremely thin and does not yet significantly contribute to the
total antenna load. As the filament grows to sufficient thickness
(iii), the CTP mode emerges (red arrow). As such, electro-
chemical filament growth can turn the CTP mode “on” and
“off”. As the filament partially dissolves (iv), its conductivity
decreases, which red-shifts and ultimately turns “off” the CTP
mode. Finally, the BDP mode blue-shifts towards its initial peak
wavelength in (i) as the filament further dissolves (v).
The CTP mode resonance frequency is a strong function of

stochastic filament resistance. To probe this relationship, we
simulate all-copper dipole antennas loaded with stochastic
copper filaments of different morphologies and resistances.
Even though all-copper antennas do not correspond to a
physical electrochemical system, we simulate them here because
they possess a clearly defined CTP mode frequency that can be
processed in our analytic model. A plot of CTP mode

Figure 4. Summary of dipole antenna loading with stochastic filaments. (a) Schematic of the copper reduction, oxidation, and ion-drift
processes accounted for during filament forming and dissolution in the KMC model. (b) Scattering spectra and (c) corresponding current−
voltage plot of a platinum−copper dipole antenna loaded with a stochastic copper filament at different stages of filament growth and
dissolution.
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frequency vs normalized filament resistance is displayed in
Figure 5a for 25 different antennas and demonstrates a clear
correlation. The electrical resistance for each stochastic filament
shape is calculated using a resistor network approach, which is
described in the Supporting Information. To convert R̃ to
resistance (i.e., units of ohms) for copper, it can be multiplied
by 17. Interestingly and importantly, these simulated data
points fit well with our analytic model relating CTP mode
frequency with normalized resistance (Figure 5a, black line).
This result indicates that optical antenna loading is not very
sensitive to the atomic-scale filament morphology.
The insensitivity of the CTP mode resonance to detailed

filament geometry enables precise CTP mode tuning based on
electrical resistance measurements. As a demonstration, we
simulate the optical properties of four all-copper antennas, each
loaded with stochastic filaments of different resistance (Figure
5b). As the resistances of the filaments decrease, the CTP mode
frequency blue-shifts, in agreement with our analytic model.
For all three spectra, the peak CTP mode frequency is within

6% of that calculated from our analytic model, in spite of the
fact that the filament morphologies are stochastic (Figure 5b,
inset). The variation in BDP mode lineshapes for these
different antennas appears to be mediated by asymmetries in
the filaments and will be the subject of future study.
We now focus on simulations of copper−platinum dipole

antennas loaded with stochastic filaments and copper sulfide
electrolyte, which represent our programmable antenna system.
To further gauge the relationship between spectra and filament
resistance, we calculate the scattering spectra of antennas
loaded with filaments of similar resistance but differing
morphology. The results are plotted in Figure 6a for four
antennas, each with R̃ between 0.33 and 0.37. These spectra
show that the CTP mode magnitudes and line widths are
consistent, with peak resonant wavelengths near 2.8 μm.
A major feature of electronically programmable systems is

their ability to cycle. As such, we simulate and characterize the
cycling of our dipole antennas in two regimes. In the first, the
CTP mode is cycled between an “on” state, which is

Figure 5. Copper dipole antennas loaded with stochastic filaments. (a) Plot of CTP mode frequency vs normalized filament resistance for
copper antennas loaded with stochastic copper filaments. (b) Scattering spectra of three different antennas, each loaded with a filament of R̃ =
1.29 (red), 1.03 (blue), and 0.90 (orange). The inset shows images of each stochastic filament geometry.

Figure 6. Copper−platinum antennas loaded with stochastic filaments. (a) Spectra of four dipole antennas, each loaded with copper filaments
of similar electrical resistance but differing morphology. (b) Spectra of a dipole antenna that has been cycled between an ON state (R̃ ∼ 0.34)
and OFF state (filament is completely dissolved). (c) Spectra of a dipole antenna that has been cycled between an ON state (R̃ ∼ 0.34) and
OFF state (R̃ ∼ 0.70). (d) Spectra of a dipole antenna loaded with a copper filament of constant DC resistance but differing Drude loss
coefficient.
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represented by growth of a thick filament, and an “off” state,
which is represented by full filament rupture. This regime
represents the full dynamic range of CTP mode modulation
and is suitable in broadband applications that require a mode to
completely turn “on” and “off.” Simulated scattering spectra of a
dipole antenna over the course of five full cycles indicate that
the CTP mode can be turned “on” and “off” with high fidelity
over the course of many switching events (Figure 6b). The
spectra demonstrate the robustness of the CTP mode
frequency to morphological variations during cycling and is
consistent with the result in Figure 6a. In comparing the
position of the BDP mode of the antenna in the “initial” state,
which has no metal in the antenna gap, with that of the antenna
in the “off” state, discrepancies arise because the remnants of
the filament in the “off” state still partially load the antenna.
In the second cycling regime, the filament is cycled between

a high and low resistance state, such that the CTP mode merely
shifts instead of disappears. Here, the magnitude of the low
resistance CTP mode at its peak frequency modulates from
high to nearly zero. As the spectra in Figure 6c indicate, the
CTP modes in both states retain their peak position and
magnitude over cycling. Compared to the cycling regime with
complete filament rupture, this regime of partial filament
dissolution requires less transport of copper atoms and ions
within the antenna gap and therefore enables higher-speed
operation and greater mode-switching durability. The advant-
age in operation speed can be extracted directly from the KMC
simulations, which reveal that switching times that are
approximately 25% faster compared to that involving complete
filament rupture. It is noted that these cycling simulations do
not incorporate irreversible metal ion transport pathways,
which set general limits to cycling robustness in CBRAM
devices. These simulations nonetheless suggest the potential for
predictable and reliable plasmonic mode programming.
All of the simulations to this point assume that the dielectric

constant of the copper filament is that of bulk copper.
Realistically, the quality of the filamentary metal will not be that
of bulk metal but that of a more lossy material. Losses in our
system arise from multiple sources, including contact resistance
losses between copper and platinum, ionic impurities within the
copper, and quantum effects due to enhanced electron-surface
collisions in our size-reduced system. To understand how losses
impact our CTP mode, we calculate the spectra of antennas
loaded with copper filaments of constant morphology but
different Drude loss coefficient. The spectra (Figure 6d) show
that the CTP mode decreases in magnitude as losses increase,
as expected. Nonetheless, even with a 2.5 times increase in
Drude loss, the CTP mode is still clearly visible and well-
defined.
The copper/copper sulfide/platinum material system studied

here is just one materials combination that can be used in our
programmable optics platform. In addition, there exist
alternative antenna geometries beyond the dipole antenna
that can expand the scope of programmable optical responses.
These include antennas with multiple arms and nonlinear
geometries.56−59 A more detailed discussion of alternative
antenna materials and geometries is provided in the Supporting
Information.

CONCLUSION
Electronic systems are remarkably versatile technologies in part
because they can be programmed to perform a diverse set of
functions. In this study, we propose reconfigurable plasmonic

antennas as an optical analogue to programmable electronic
hardware. The electrochemical filament growth and dissolution
programming mechanism is inspired by CBRAM electronics,
and it can be used to turn plasmonic modes “on” and “off” in
nonvolatile ways. Our analysis of dipole antennas loaded with
both simple and stochastic filament geometries reveals a strong
relationship between resonant mode frequency and filament
resistance, and we propose an analytic model that matches well
with numerical simulation results. These concepts in program-
mable nano-optics can generalize to complex antenna layouts
with multiple electrochemical cells, enabling a multitude of
antenna configurations with a broad range of magnitude and
phase responses. We envision that the scalability of these
programmable electrochemical junctions will enable program-
mable metamaterials and metasurfaces that operate at infrared
and terahertz frequencies.

METHODS
Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations. We perform 3D KMC

simulations using custom Matlab coding scripts. Filament dynamics
can be broken down into four processes: forming, thickening,
rupturing, and dissolution. The dynamics of each process is captured
through a series of time steps, where stochastic ion motions and redox
processes are calculated in a quasistatic way during each time step.
Specific simulation parameters are listed in the Supporting
Information.

The forming process is simulated in a regime of constant voltage. At
the beginning of each time step, the electrostatic potential distribution
within the solid electrolyte is obtained by solving Poisson’s equation in
3D within the entire simulation volume. It is assumed that the filament
and electrodes are equipotentials with known values, and periodic
electric potential conditions are set at the lateral boundaries of the cell.
Next, the probabilities for copper to undergo a state change (i.e.,
oxidation, reduction, or drift) is calculated for every ion and atom of
copper in the simulation window. The probabilities are computed
from the potential distribution and the corresponding energy barriers,
and the parameters used for these calculations are listed in Table S1.
Finally, on the basis of the probabilities, a single redox or drift process
is randomly selected to take place for a single copper ion or atom. The
process then iterates to the next time step and repeats.

The thickening process begins when the filament shunts the anode
and cathode. In our simulations, the temperature in the filament only
increases by approximately 10 °C during this process, so we neglect
heating effects. We perform these simulations at the compliance
current IC. This constant current simulation regime requires us to
calculate the resistance of the filament at each time step, which
determines the applied electrode voltage V = ICR. To calculate total
filament resistance, we use a resistor network model that discretizes
the filament into a network of tiny resistors (Figure S1). By applying
Kirchhoff’s current law to this network, we can calculate the total
filament resistance and potential difference between the electrodes.

With these parameters, the electric potential boundary conditions
are specified and the potential distribution within the switching layer is
obtained by solving Poisson’s equation. The ionic redox and drift
processes are modeled in the same way as those in the forming
process. As the filament thickens over multiple time steps, the
potential difference between the electrodes decreases with the filament
resistance. The vertical electric field across the switching layer
weakens, reducing the oxidation rates at the anode surface. When
no oxidation events occur within 1000 consecutive time steps, the
filament thickening process is defined as complete.

The rupture process starts when a negative voltage bias is applied
across the electrodes, causing current to flow through the filament.
This process introduces significant Joule heating into the filament. To
account for heating in our KMC model at each time step, we calculate
the precise current flow through each branch of the filament using the
resistor network and the Kirchoff’s current law law. To calculate the
temperature distribution within the antenna gap as a function of
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current distribution, we use the thermal-electric equation, which is the
Joule heating equation coupled with Fourier’s law of thermal
conduction.60 With these temperature distributions, we adjust the
redox and drift rates in our model,39 which generally increase with an
increase in temperature.
The rupture process transitions to the dissolution process when the

device has ruptured to a point of high resistance. To characterize the
start of this state, we calculate the tunneling current between the
ruptured filament and anode at each time step using the Fowler-
Nordheim equation.61 We define the start of the dissolution process as
the time when the tunneling current is negligible. The ion kinetics of
this process is the exact opposite of those in the forming process, and
copper atoms are oxidized from the filament residue and reduced at
the anode electrode surface.
The nanoscale grid in our KMC model, which sets the spatial

granularity of the filaments, is 2 × 2 × 2 nm3. Ideally, our KMC
simulations would be discretized down to the atomic scale to track the
dynamics of individual atoms. Copper atoms have a diameter of
approximately four angstroms, setting the physical lower bounds of the
simulation grid. For simulation windows spanning tens of thousands of
cubic nanometers, this level of granularity is not computationally
tractable. To test the validity of our coarse nanoscale grid
approximation, we performed simulations that utilize smaller 1 × 1
× 1 nm3 grids. The simulations utilizing 2 × 2 × 2 nm3 grids converge
with these simulations (Figure 5a), indicating that 2 × 2 × 2 nm3 grid
resolution is sufficient for our application.
Finite-Different Time-Domain Simulations. We perform

FDTD simulations using the commercial program Lumerical. The
overall simulation setup includes two metal antenna arms loaded with
a gap dielectric (i.e., Cu2S electrolyte) and metal filament. The device
as defined in the software, is visualized in Figure S5. The stochastic
filament geometries are directly imported from our KMC simulation
program. The dielectric constants of copper are modeled in the near-

and mid-infrared with the Drude model ε ω ε= −
ω

ω ω γ∞ +( )
i( )

p
2

, where

ε∞ is the high frequency permittivity, ωp is the plasma frequency, and γ
is the damping coefficient.
Within the antenna gap, a mesh with 1 × 1 × 1 nm3 resolution

ensures that the filament, which comprises 2 × 2 × 2 nm3 voxels, has a
sufficiently fine mesh. The boundaries of the mesh are specified to
match with the boundaries of the filament voxels (Figure S5b).
Perfectly matched layers at the edges of the FDTD simulation window
minimize nonphysical reflection effects in the simulation. The total-
field scattered-field methodology is combined with frequency domain
power monitors to measure the total scattering cross sections of the
nanostructures.
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